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Sometimes, the seemingly smallest 
items can make the biggest difference in 
a child’s life. That’s where the Rainbow 
Room comes in. It’s our 24/7 resource 
center located in the CPS offices where 
caseworkers can come to gather essential 
items for children who are in crisis. We 
stock everything from toiletries to clothing 
to car seats. Thanks to the donations we 
receive, we’re able to serve more than 
650 children every month. But our need 
continues to grow. By donating to the 
Rainbow Room, you’ll make an immediate 
and powerful difference in these children’s 
safety, health, and comfort. Whether it’s a 
teddy bear or a toothbrush, every item that 
you donate matters. To schedule a time 
to drop off donations, contact Marcus at 
marcus@partnershipsforchildren.org or 
512-834-4756.

Partnerships for 
Children

INTRODUCING

"Get To Know Your Neighbors"
We are all very fortunate to call Villages of Western 

Oaks home. But, Villages of Western Oaks is more 
than just a place to live; it is a vibrant community 
brimming with family-friendly neighborhoods, chock-
full of fascinating, talented people. Our variety is what 
makes us so both unique and extraordinary. However, 
sometimes, we get so busy, we lose sight of how 
interesting and diverse we’ve become. 

We believe that getting to know the people who live 

nearby will help us create a sense of belonging and 
shared identity. We have created a column entitled, “Get 
to Know Your Neighbors” which we hope will strengthen 
connections, build trust in our wider community, and 
contribute to a happier neighborhood for everyone. 

If you know of a person or a family that you believe is 
making Villages of Western Oaks a better place to live, 
please let us know. We would like to introduce them to 
your neighbors. 
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS
EMERGENCY .......................................................... 911
Fire ............................................................................. 911
Ambulance ................................................................. 911
Sheriff – Non-Emergency ...........................512-974-0845
SCHOOLS
Elementary
 Clayton ...................................................512-841-9200
 Kiker .......................................................512-414-2584
 Mills .......................................................512-841-2400
 Patton .....................................................512-414-1780
Middle
 Bailey ......................................................512-414-4990
 Small .......................................................512-841-6700
 Gorzycki .................................................512-841-8600
High School
 Austin .....................................................512-414-2505
 Bowie ......................................................512-414-5247
UTILITIES
Water/Wastewater
 City of Austin............................................512-972-0101
 City of Austin (billing) ............................. 512-494-9400
 Emergency ................................................512-972-1000
Texas State Gas
 Customer Service ...................................1-800-700-2443
 Gas related emergency ............................1-800-959-5325
Pedernales Electric Cooperative
 New service, billing ...................................512-219-2602
 Problems ...................................................512-219-2628
ATT/SBC Telephone
 New Service ...........................................1-800-288-2020
 Repair ....................................................1-800-246-8464
 Billing ....................................................1-800-288-2020
Allied Waste ...............................................512-247-5647
Time Warner Cable ....................................512-485-5555
OTHER NUMBERS
Oak Hill Postal Station ............................1-800-275-8777
City of Austin 
 Dead Animal Collection ............................512-494-9400
 Abandoned/Disabled Vehicles ...................512-974-8119
 Stop Sign Missing/Damaged .....................512-974-2000
 Street Light Outage (report pole#).............512-505-7617
NEWSLETTER PUBLISHER
Peel, Inc. ............................................ 512-263-9181
Article Submissions ......... villagegazette@peelinc.com
Advertising .......................advertising@PEELinc.com

IMPORTANT NUMBERS

Chef’s Table Austin is the signature fundraiser supporting the mission 
of local non-profit Water to Thrive, which has built more than 850 water 
projects in rural Africa in the last 10 years bringing clean, safe water to 
more than 450,000 people.

Chef’s Table Austin brings its supporters together with some of Austin’s 
top chefs in an exciting, fast-paced evening. The centerpiece of the event, 
to be held Thursday, September 27, at Brazos Hall, is a high-energy live 
auction of menus and dinner experiences created by our chefs, giving each 
winner a unique opportunity to have that chef cook specifically for them 
and their guests. The 2018 lineup is spearheaded by Austin’s renowned 
and Chef’s Table Founding Chef David Bull of Second Bar + Kitchen, 
with the full lineup to be announced by mid-August.

All proceeds for the event benefit Water to Thrive operations, making it 
possible for the charity to sustain its mission of bringing clean, safe water 
to rural African communities in need. Each dollar raised for operations 
allows the organization to bring in nearly $6 for water, and to maintain 
its 100 Percent Promise that every dollar donated for water projects goes 
directly to fund water projects.

In addition to the live auction, to be conducted by Heath Hale and his 
Cowboy Auctioneers, and the opportunity to mix and mingle with some 
of Austin’s top chefs, the evening features a VIP reception, open bar, heavy 
hors d’oeuvres, and an extensive silent auction including a Hamilton in 
NY experience. 

Tickets for this year’s fundraiser are on sale now. For just $95, or $175 
per couple, you’ll have access to the main event which features the silent 
and live auctions, food and drink, and chances to win prizes. Purchase VIP 
tickets for $150 each or $280 per couple, and your benefits include early 
entry to the event, exclusive silent auction items, one-on-one time with our 
chefs, preferred seating for the live auction, specialty appetizers, and more.

For more information about Chef's Table Austin and to purchase tickets, 
go to chefstableaustin.org. Here you will also find photos, chef bios and 
menus, and sponsors from past years of this event. Check our website and 
Facebook event page for updates and promotions leading up to the event.

We hope you'll join us for Chef's Table Austin 2018, and help us 
continue to build wells and change lives!

Dine Well, Do Good
with Water to Thrive at 
Chef's Table Austin 2018
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Whiptails & Racerunners

NatureWatch
by Jim and Lynne Weber

Small to medium-sized slender lizards, whiptails and racerunners 
can be distinguished from other lizard species by their generally 
granular dorsal (topside) scales, larger rectangular ventral (underside) 
scales arranged in transverse rows, long tails, and forked, snake-like 
tongues. Additionally, these species belong to the genus Aspidoscelis, 
from the Greek aspido or ‘shield’ and skelos or ‘leg’, relating to their 
well-developed limbs that enable them to sprint at rapid speeds. 
Terrestrial and diurnal, these lizards are primarily carnivorous or 
insectivorous, actively foraging for food while temperatures are warm, 
and quickly skirting between objects for cover. Of the 22 species 
occurring in the southwest, Central Texas is home to the Common 
Spotted Whiptail (Aspidoscelis gularis) and Six-lined Racerunner 
(Aspidoscelis sexlineata). 

The Common Spotted Whiptail has a brownish-green body with 7 
to 8 longitudinal yellowish-white stripes and similarly colored spots 
in the margins. Its tail is up to twice the length of its body, reaching a 
total length of just about 12 inches. It is found in prairies, grasslands, 
rocky hillsides, dense thickets, and canyon bottoms, often near water. 
Males are larger than females, having a red, orange, or pinkish throat 
and sometimes a blue or light blue belly. Females have a white or 
cream-colored underside, and lay 1 to 8 eggs in July, typically in a 
separate chamber of their underground burrow, sometimes as deep 
as 11 inches. These lizards scare easily and often retreat in a straight 
line, but can best be viewed from April through August when their 
insect prey are most abundant.

Just over 10 inches long, the Six-lined Racerunner has seven light 
dorsal stripes with a greenish wash on the head and upper body that 

fades to brown posteriorly. Males may also have a blue throat and 
belly, and juveniles often have more distinct stripes, lack the green 
wash, but have a bright blue tail. Females lay clutches of 1 to 6 eggs 
from May to August. Associated more with sandy soils, this lizard can 
occupy a wide variety of habitats, including grasslands, riverbanks, 
floodplains, and juniper woodlands. Spiders and grasshoppers are 
their chief prey, and adults actively forage during the day, but as 
summer temperatures rise by July, their activity becomes bimodal, 
peaking in the morning and late afternoon to avoid the hottest parts 
of the day.

Like many lizards, whiptails and racerunners have developed the 
ability to allow the tail to break free of the body when grasped by a 
predator. Called tail autonomy, this process involves wriggling the 
detached tail to distract the predator while the lizard itself is able to 
escape. Complex adaptations have evolved to enable the tail to be 
released along a series of fracture planes, which usually occur through 
weakened vertebrae, and not between them. Most amazingly, these 
species also have the ability to regenerate the tail, albeit slowly, so it 
can be lost again if necessary.

Send your nature-related questions to naturewatch@austin.rr.com 
and we’ll do our best to answer them. If you enjoy reading these 
articles, check out our books, Nature Watch Austin and Nature 
Watch Big Bend (published by Texas A&M University Press), and 
our blog at naturewatchaustin.blogspot.com.

Common Spotted Whiptail Six-lined Racerunner
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MAKE A SPLASH 
THIS SUMMER

Join today at AustinYMCA.org

The water is waiting for you this summer at the Y – along with 
all of your favorite group exercise classes, personal training 
programs and summer enrichment activities for kids. Kick off 
your day with a splash, cool down post-workout, spend quality 
time with the family or relieve some stress with a few laps after 
work. No matter your reason, jump on in!

SWIM LESSONS AVAILABLE
for all ages and skill levels

special rates for Y members

512-302-5555 
www.atfcu.org

24 Metro Locations

Free Checking

Join Online Today
• No Minimum Balance
• No Monthly Service Charge

Federally Insured by NCUA

• 300+ Free ATMs
• No Per Check Charge

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

View answers online at www.peelinc.com

ACROSS
1. Charge 
5. Syrian bishop 
9. Against 
10. Landing 
11. Leaves 
12. Boom box 
13. Allure 
15. African antelope 
16. Polite 
18. Leafy green 
21. Marry 
22. Esophagus 
26. Woken 
28. Goad 
29. Type of tooth 
30. Refer 
31. Posttraumatic stress     

disorder 
32. Sieve

DOWN
1. Nativity scene piece 
2. Competition at the Greek  

games 
3. Capital of the Ukraine 
4. Symbol 
5. Expression of surprise 
6. Emblem 
7. Pickle juice 
8. A ball out of bounds (2 wds.) 
10. Twist violently 
14. Ripper 
17. Strums 
18. Slough 
19. Ross ___, philanthropist 
20. Gods 
23. Brand of sandwich cookie 
24. Seaweed substance 
25. Cabana 
27. Blue

Crossword Puzzle

© 2006. Feature Exchange

ACROSS
1. Food and Agriculture 

Organization (abbr.) 
4. Scales 
10. Hovercraft 
11. Type of phone 
12. Regret 
13. State capital 
14. Indian weapons 
16. Part of a min. 
17. Information 
18. Hey! 
20. Fire department (abbr.) 
22. Captain (abbr.) 
26. Pouch 
29. Woman in the Old Testament 
31. Absence of values 
33. Time period 
34. National capital 
35. Official canine registry (abbr.) 
36. Pseudonym 
37. Change hue 

DOWN
1. Unit of electric capacitance
2. Sporty car brand 
3. Unconcealed 
4. Animal stomach 
5. Crummy 
6. Possessive pronoun 
7. Welcome rugs 
8. Cheese 
9. In __ (together) 
15. Clod 
19. Fall mo. 
21. Divinity 
23. Leading 
24. Jaunty 
25. Draw over 
26. Baby's "ball" 
27. After awhile 
28. __ girl 
30. Sew together 
32. First day of wk. 

Crossword Puzzle

© 2007. Feature Exchange

ACROSS
1. Food and Agriculture 

Organization (abbr.) 
4. Scales 
10. Hovercraft 
11. Type of phone 
12. Regret 
13. State capital 
14. Indian weapons 
16. Part of a min. 
17. Information 
18. Hey! 
20. Fire department (abbr.) 
22. Captain (abbr.) 
26. Pouch 
29. Woman in the Old Testament 
31. Absence of values 
33. Time period 
34. National capital 
35. Official canine registry (abbr.) 
36. Pseudonym 
37. Change hue 

DOWN
1. Unit of electric capacitance
2. Sporty car brand 
3. Unconcealed 
4. Animal stomach 
5. Crummy 
6. Possessive pronoun 
7. Welcome rugs 
8. Cheese 
9. In __ (together) 
15. Clod 
19. Fall mo. 
21. Divinity 
23. Leading 
24. Jaunty 
25. Draw over 
26. Baby's "ball" 
27. After awhile 
28. __ girl 
30. Sew together 
32. First day of wk. 

Crossword Puzzle

© 2007. Feature Exchange
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NATIONAL SURVEY REVEALS ROOF DAMAGE IS ONE OF THE TOP ISSUES THAT 
STRESS OUT AMERICAN HOMEOWNERS

Roof damage is among the top 3 stressful issues for homeowners next 
to burst pipes and flood damage according to a new national survey by 
Owens Corning Roofing. While a roof is one of the most important 
items protecting most American’s single largest financial investment, 
69% of homeowners admitted to rarely, if ever, looking at their roof 
or hiring a professional to do so in advance of unpredictable weather 
seasons. Nationwide, the survey also found that 70% say the cost of 
repairs would be taxing, but only 29% of homeowners have money set 
aside to address unexpected roof damage. 

Specific to Austin, the survey found that 40% of Austin homeowners 
admit they don't currently have money set aside to repair or replace 
unexpected roof damage and yet in the last three years only 3% say they 
always check or have their roofs checked before the start of a season that 
typically brings bad weather.

“Understanding the importance of checking their roofs and knowing 
the basics of roof maintenance and damage can help ensure homeowners 
are better prepared for upcoming weather,” says Tracy Sanders and Luke 
Evans of Sanders Roofing and Exteriors. “It can literally make a huge 
financial impact for you and your family.”

Checking the Condition of a Roof
According to Tracy Sanders and Luke Evans, there are a few simple 

steps Austin homeowners can take to identify issues and make sure their 
roof is ready for upcoming weather: WIN (Walk the Attic, Inspect Your 
Ceilings, Note Outside Changes).

Walk the attic:
Often, early warning signs of current or future roof problems are 

visible in your attic long before they become apparent from the inside 
or the outside. Look for daylight coming from around any of the roof 
penetrations (e.g. chimney, soil pipe, vents, etc.) and check for any signs 
of moisture or staining on the underside wood of your roof including 
mold.

Inspect ceilings:
The first and simplest check that you likely do without even noticing 

it, is to occasionally inspect the ceilings in the rooms on the highest level 
of your home. Check for staining or discoloration on the ceilings of 
these rooms and hallways, especially during or after heavy precipitation. 

Note outside changes:
At the start of each new season you should conduct an external visual 

inspection of your roof from the ground. Things to look for include: 
curling, blistering, damaged or missing shingles; missing granules 
including circular shapes; sagging shingle rows; moss or discoloration; 
and shiny shingles. IMPORTANT: A close-up inspection of your roof 
is recommended at least once a year, but if you are uncomfortable, 
inexperienced or have any doubts about your or your spouse’s ability 
to do this safely, you should not try this and should call a professional 
roofing contractor instead.

Importance of a Certified Contractor
According to the survey, more than 54% of American homeowners 

say that finding a contractor they could trust would be stressful – in fact, 
it is so crucial that most homeowners (75%) said they would be willing 
to pay more money to find a contractor they could trust. The survey 
also found that for three quarters of Americans (75%), the single most 
important sign to know if a contractor can be trusted was a certification 
by a national roofing manufacturer.

To find a trustworthy local roofing contractor, Owens Corning 
recommends the following:
•	 If someone says your entire roof needs to be replaced, but you are 

unsure, get a second opinion, especially on newer roofs
•	 Check to make sure that the contractor is fully insured and make 

sure you get proof
•	 Confirm that a contractor carries valid state & local licenses and 

fully understands local knowledge of codes 
•	 Check that the contractor is affiliated/certified by a trusted 

national roofing manufacturer
•	 Make sure the contractor has good standing with the Better 

Business Bureau; you can find out by visiting https://www.bbb.
org/en/us/search/

•	 Looking for a trustworthy and reliable contractor in your area, but 
don’t know where to start? Visit https://www.sandersroofs.com/ 
or, for a list of additional reliable, vetted independent contractors 
in your area, visit www.owenscorning.com/roofing/contractors.

About Owens Corning
Owens Corning (NYSE: OC) develops, manufactures, and markets 

insulation, roofing, and fiberglass composites. Global in scope and 
human in scale, the company’s market-leading businesses use their 
deep expertise in materials, manufacturing, and building science to 
develop products and systems that save energy and improve comfort in 
commercial and residential buildings. Through its glass reinforcements 
business, the company makes thousands of products lighter, stronger, and 
more durable. Ultimately, Owens Corning people and products make 
the world a better place. Based in Toledo, Ohio, Owens Corning posted 
2017 sales of $6.4 billion and employs 19,000 people in 37 countries. 
It has been a Fortune 500® company for 63 consecutive years. For more 
information, please visit www.owenscorning.com/. 

About Sanders Roofing and Exteriors
Sanders Roofing & Exteriors has been pushing the limits for the 

past 10 years to become the most reliable roofing company in all of 
Central Texas. Tracy and Kim Sanders and Luke and Michele Evans 
are the operators of Sanders Roofing & Exteriors, overseeing its day-
to-day success. As a family owned and operated company, much of our 
business comes from referrals. If we don’t do our job to your satisfaction 
then you won’t recommend us to your family, friends, and neighbors 
– and everyone loses! We promise quality workmanship and products 
for every job, and our customers can testify to the high standards we 
maintain. Sanders Roofing & Exteriors is a proud Owens Corning 
“Platinum Preferred Contractor”. For more information, visit https://
www.sandersroofs.com/. 
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DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees. 
Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted 
by others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content 
with this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising 
content are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content 
should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints 
or failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of 
such advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher 
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes, 
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of 
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or 
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other 
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner, 
except as limited to liabilities stated above.

The Gazette is a private publication published by Peel, Inc. It is not sanctioned 
by any homeowners association or organization, nor is it subject to the approval 
of any homeowners association or organization, nor is it intended, nor implied to 
replace any publication that may be published by or on behalf of any homeowners 
association or organization. At no time will any source be allowed to use the 
Gazette's contents, or loan said contents, to others in anyway, shape or form, nor 
in any media, website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the 
purpose of solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, 
or other self amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed 
permission from Peel, Inc. The information in the newsletter is exclusively for 
the private use of Peel, Inc.

PEEL, INC.
community newsletters

ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS

TO YOUR
Neighbors

Mark Rimmer
markrimmer@peelinc.com

512.751.8812

In Texas alone, roughly 1.3 million caregivers provide an 
average of 20 hours a week of unpaid care for friends and 
loved ones with Alzheimer’s or related dementia. Caregiving 
is a demanding undertaking and results in such high levels of 
stress that 65 percent of caregivers will have a major health 
crisis before their loved ones die of the disease.

Many people think that Alzheimer’s is the only type of 
dementia and that one type of support group will suffice, but 
Sarah Hyde-Williams understands that is not the case, which 
is why she started the North Austin Lewy Body support group, 
for those struggling with caregiving for a loved one with this 
type of dementia. 

“Our support group truly focuses on education and support,” 
said Sarah Hyde-Williams, Support Group Leader. “Our 
participants can expect an understanding counselor’s heart 
when coming to our group. I will truly focus on hearing the 
participant and validating their feelings whatever it may be 
on a given day.”

Sarah has been leading support groups both in mental 
health and dementia worlds for 15 years and Kelly Hudson, 
co-facilitator of the support group and owner of Sundara 
Memory Care has been in the dementia field for over 25 years. 
With their knowledge and compassion, they are able to provide 
valuable support for caregivers. 

"These groups educate and inform participants about 
dementia and help caregivers develop methods and skills 
to solve problems," says Christian Wells, President of the 
Alzheimer’s Texas. "They encourage caregivers to maintain 
their own personal, physical and emotional health as well as 
providing peer guidance on how to care for the person with 
dementia."

Sarah Hyde-Williams hosts the group at Sundara Memory 
Care in Round Rock, TX the second Monday of every month 
at 6 p.m.

When: 2nd Monday of every month at 6:00 p.m.

Where: Sundara Memory Care, 1000 Rusk Rd. Round 
Rock, TX 78665

Contact: Sarah Hyde-Williams (832) 794- 8810

For more information about support groups offered in 
Central Texas call (512) 241-0420 or visit www.txalz.org.

SUNDARA MEMORY CARE HOSTS 
LEWY BODY DEMENTIA CAREGIVER 

SUPPORT GROUP 
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Attention KIDS: Send Us Your Masterpiece!

Color the drawing below and mail the finished artwork to us at:
Peel, Inc. - Kids Club

308 Meadowlark St. Lakeway, TX 78734-4717
We will select the top few and post their artwork on our website at www.peelinc.com/index.php/kids-club

DUE: July 31st, 2018
Be sure to include the following so we can let you know!

Name (first name, last initial): ___________________________________________   Age:________________

VW
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THAN ANYONE IN SOUTHWEST AUSTIN! 

$$$
S So Sol Sold!

MORE HOMES LISTED MORE HOMES SOLD FOR MORE MONEY

512.217.6103WWW.ASHLEYAUSTINHOMES.COM

There’s a reason why Ashley Stucki is #1 Southwest Austin!
 As the highest volume producing agent in Southwest Austin, Ashley can sell your home 
faster & for more money than other realtors because she knows exactly what buyers are 

looking for in order to maximize your return. 

With a process unlike any other Austin agent, she brings buyers and sellers together with 
incredible results. Our connectivity and proactive marketing create unmatched results. 

*Based on 2010 - 2017 ABOR Data

BEFORE

AFTER

A S H L E Y  A U S T I N  H O M E S

- MULTIPLE OFFERS OVER ASKING PRICE

- PENDING IN 4 DAYS/PREVIOUSLY ON 
THE MARKET FOR 42 DAYS

- DESIGNED AND STAGED BY OUR TEAM



John Squires and the Squires’ Team with  Keller Williams Realty,  your neighbors and realtors for life. 

“The #1 virtual tour real estate website, originally designed in 1999 and still serving our Southwest Austin residents today.” 

5901 Back Bay Lane– John’s List-

ing-”Sold!” with 1 offer within 5 

days.  Home was listed at $469,000. 

6209 Salcon Cliff—John’s 

Listing was “Sold!” with 

4 offers over full price 3 

days on market.  The win-

ning bid was well over 

full-price.  Home was 

listed at $479,000. 

6729 Hansa Loop—John’s 

Listing was “Sold!”  with 3 

offers within 3 days on the 

market. The winning bid 

was well over full-price. 

Home was listed at 

$539,000. 

10900 Palgrave Ct.– John’s listing 

was “Sold!” with 2 offers in 3 

days. Home was listed at 

$409,000. 

7209 Red Pebble -John’s listing 

was ”Sold!” with 2 offers within 

4 days on the market. The win-

ning bid was near the list price.  

Home was listed at $509,000.   

6402 Danvers Court- John’s 

listing was “Sold!” with 1 offer 

in 5 days. Home was listed at 

$489,000. 

10001 Austral Cove-John’s list-

ing was “Sold!” with 2 offers in 

4 days. Listed at $469,000. 

 SquiresTeam.com 

(512) 970-1970 

Call John’s sell phone (512) 970-1970  

John Squires “Sold!” these 7 Southwest Austin homes in the last 2 weeks, most of which received multiple offers.  

Yes, it is that time of year when buyers are out, but the properties must be cleaned, lightly renovated (partially 

painted in some cases and sometimes carpeted), lawns manicured and professionally staged to get these results.  

John personally applies his maximum effort on each of his listings to get excellent results for his clients every 

time.  John knows the builders, each specific Southwest Austin neighborhood and the values of all.  John person-

ally handles each of his clients himself and they are never handed off to another agent or assistant. John has sold 

hundreds and hundreds of homes in the Southwest and he can sell yours too. Call him at any time. 512 970-1970. 



Call John Squires at any 

time for an easy appt. to 

meet or a quick response 

to your real estate ques-

tions at (512) 970-1970. 

 #1 agent in southwest Austin 

with 650+/- homes ‘sold’ to date 

in the southwest alone.  #1 agent 

in Circle C with 540+ homes sold 

to date. 

Over 1,045+ homes ‘sold’ in the 

greater Austin area. 

Austin Business Journal (ABJ 

awards) “TOP 50” agent 8 times. 

Free staging with professional, 

luxury home-stager and land-

scaping consultation.  

Free home renovation consulta-

tion. 

John Squires is the preferred re-

location-realtor in southwest 

Austin with Keller Williams Re-

alty. 

Flexible commissions offered 

with move-up and move-down 

plans for transitioning families or 

retirees. 

You’ll speak only with John di-

rectly on his ‘sell’ phone 

throughout the entire home-

selling or buying process and 

you’ll never be handed off to an 

assistant. John is available by 

appointment 7 days per week and 

after hours for your convenience. 

Call John any time on his sell 

phone at (512) 970-1970 

secluded loop street. Wood floors, soaring ceilings, light and 

6209 Salcon Cliff in Oakland Village at Villages at Western Oaks— John’s 

listing “JUST SOLD!” with multiple offers. “John found our dream home 

for us 3 years ago to the month and it has been an awesome ride.  We’ve 

decided to return to our home state and consulted with John to get our 

home sold.  John had our home professionally staged, cleaned, landscaped 

and we received 4 offers after John’s open house. It was by far the smooth-

est and hassle-free real estate transaction we have ever gone through. We 

would highly recommend John to anyone needing professional real estate 

services.”  Andrew Millikin and Nadia Reghabi  6209 Salcon Cliff 
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